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Law

I have aspired to be a lawyer since
Year 10. When subject choice was
necessary in Year 11 I looked to see
what would be helpful in order for
me to study law through Adelaide
Law School.
I created a vision board that
reminded me every day of what
I wanted to achieve and where I
wanted to achieve it. Everything
aligned and now I am here studying
law at the University of Adelaide…
I couldn’t be happier.
Jarrad Napier Bachelor of Health Sciences
with Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Laws

Law
There are few disciplines that are more
challenging or satisfying than law.
Due to the high-level analytical skills
developed and knowledge acquired
throughout a law degree, graduates are
sought after not only in the legal profession
but also in other areas of employment,
including the commercial, government and
non-government sectors. Adelaide Law
School students experience a stimulating,
challenging and rewarding environment
in which to study law.

Student support
The Professions Adelaide Advantage
Employers expect graduates to not
only be knowledgeable in their ﬁeld, but
also be ready to solve problems, show
a high degree of emotional intelligence,
be able to communicate effectively and
demonstrate leadership.
The Professions Adelaide Advantage
is designed to help students develop
skills, make the most of the co-curricular
opportunities that the faculty offers, and
ultimately enhance each student’s selfdevelopment and employment potential.
Over the duration of their degree, students
who register for the Professions Adelaide
Advantage program accumulate status
points in certain extracurricular activities,
all of which are designed to enhance
students’ experience, business connections,
friendships and future careers.
Go to: www.adelaide.edu.au/professions
and select The Adelaide Advantage.

Student ambassador program
When you register for the Adelaide
Advantage, you will automatically become
a student ambassador, with access to
industry networking events, international
travel opportunities, volunteering, internships,
work placements, social events, professional
workshops and much more.
For more information visit:
www.adelaide.edu.au/professions,
select Current Students from the menu,
then Undergraduate Students and
Student Ambassador Program.

First year induction program
Students have the opportunity to meet with
past University of Adelaide law graduates,
talk with academic staff and join the Lex
Salus program. There is also the chance
to hear about the Adelaide University Law
Students Society and other support and
networking events available to Adelaide
Law School students.

Academic course and
student advisers
Academic course and student advisers are
available to offer advice to students about
how to structure a degree. Various academic
staff can also assist with elective selection.

Student workshops
These workshops are run at key times in
the ﬁrst semester to provide additional
support to students. Previously, workshops
have been held on topics such as ﬁrst year
writing, answering assignment questions and
receiving feedback. A law exam workshop
was also run.

International study opportunities
In addition to being able to participate in
the University’s exchange programs, the
Adelaide Law School has signed law-only
exchanges with Pace University in the United
States of America, Copenhagen University in
Denmark, Mannheim University in Germany,
Poitiers University in France and University
of Alberta in Canada.

Students also have the opportunity to
apply to undertake law study tours. The
most recent law study tour travelled to the
United States of America, and included
the Pentagon, National Counter Terrorism
Centre, State Department, Peace Institute,
Australian Embassy, Harvard Law School and
the Naval War College to name a few.
For more information on student
exchange opportunities, please visit:
www.law.adelaide.edu.au/students and select
Study Abroad and Exchange from the menu.

Special study programs
Students can participate in Adelaide Law
Reform courses and apply to be involved
with the Adelaide Law Review, a refereed
journal that is published twice a year by the
Adelaide Law Review Association.
For more information please visit:
www.law.adelaide.edu.au/study and select
Why Study at the Adelaide Law School.

Internships/work placement
Students can undertake placements
either through an internship program or
by choosing the Clinical Legal Education
elective. For more information visit:
www.law.adelaide.edu.au/study and
select Why Study at the Adelaide Law
School from the menu.
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Scholarships
Scholarships for
commencing students
Gilmore Law Scholarship
This scholarship has been established
by Miss Jean Gilmore, who was a gifted
University of Adelaide Law student who
obtained distinguished results. The scholarship
is open to ﬁrst year Bachelor of Laws
students who are Commonwealth supported
and undertaking full-time study. The value of
the scholarship is $5,000 per annum payable
for a maximum period of four years. Students
undertaking double degrees are eligible
to apply, but the maximum duration of the
scholarship remains four years.
For more information visit: www.adelaide.
edu.au and search ‘gilmore scholarship’.
Minter Ellison Law Scholarship
In 2013 Minter Ellison, an international
law ﬁrm based in Australia, established a
scholarship to beneﬁt a student who is in
their ﬁrst year of a Bachelor of Laws
program at the University of Adelaide. The
scholarship provides $5,000 per year for up
to four years to assist with education costs.
For more information please email the
Undergraduate Scholarships ofﬁce at
undergraduate scholarships@adelaide.edu.au
or phone (08) 8313 5208.
William Donnithorne Awards
This scholarship is available to assist one
Law student to continue their studies at
the University of Adelaide.
For more information visit the university
website: www.adelaide.edu.au and search
‘donnithorne award’.

Charles Allan Seymour Hawker
Memorial Scholarship
The Charles Allan Seymour Hawker Memorial
Scholarship Trust Fund was established
by the late Kathleen Lilias Needham
to perpetuate the memory of her late
brother Charles Allan Seymour Hawker –
scholar, soldier, pastoralist and statesman
by means of a scholarship.
The main object today, as it was then, is
to encourage others to follow her brother’s
example of help and service to his country
and his fellow men and women.

For more information
about scholarships please visit:
www.adelaide.edu.au/scholarships/

Prizes
Through prizes and scholarships, sponsors
play an important role in encouraging
excellence and supporting the next
generation of young lawyers.
For more information and prizes available
to law school students, please visit:
www.law.adelaide.edu.au/connect and
select Student Prizes from the menu

www.hawkerscholarship.org/
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Fit uni into life
Attendance at university is less structured
than time spent at high school. The hours
spent on campus in lectures, tutorials,
practicals or in the field—known as
‘contact hours’—depend on the program
students enrol in, study mode selected
(internal, external, online or flexible
learning) and course choices.
This diary snapshot is only one example
of how a student may choose to schedule
their university study and life.
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Life experience
through Global Learning

Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders

All students will have the opportunity to study
overseas through a range of programs, including
student exchange, study tours and summer
and winter schools.

The University of Adelaide values diversity
where the rich cultures of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders are taught, supported and
celebrated. Wirltu Yarlu provide a range of
services, schemes and preparation programs
that are designed to support your desire to
gain educational outcomes.

There are many exciting opportunities in
Europe, Asia, the Americas and Africa.
For information visit:
www.adelaide.edu.au/global-learning

Wirltu Yarlu is a place where students can
soar to new heights.
For information visit:
www.adelaide.edu.au/wirltu-yarlu

Small group discovery

Advanced Bachelors

There is a commitment to give all students
the opportunity to learn in small groups,
peer-to-peer and under the guidance of
leading academics and researchers.

High achieving students who are inspired
by the opportunity to contribute to the
world’s important discoveries and research
advancements should consider the Advanced
Bachelors degrees.

This experience will enhance students
initiative and creativity maximising studying
in a research intensive university.
For information visit:
www.adelaide.edu.au/VCO/beacon/small-group
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Thursday

These programs provide a unique close
quarters learning experience with academics
of international distinction.
For information visit:
www.adelaide.edu.au/degree-finder
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Indicative study-to-career pathways
Degree programs

Potential career opportunities

>> Bachelor of Laws

A law degree is highly regarded by government and industry as an invaluable general degree. The advanced research
and writing skills that students develop are highly sought after and the knowledge and skills obtained easily transferable.
Often it is perceived that students who study law will practise law i.e. they become either a solicitor or barrister.
Approximately half of all law graduates in fact do not practise law but instead develop careers in private industry and
government which is great if you would like to keep your options open after graduating, or if you aren’t sure if you want
to practise law upon graduation.

>> Bachelor of Laws and

To be admitted as a barrister or solicitor in South Australia you need to complete both a Bachelor of Laws and a
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice. If you want a career in law and to have the option to be admitted to practise,
this option allows you to move straight into the Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice at the end of your law studies,
with no further applications required.

>> Bachelor of Laws combined

Ideal if you want maximum career flexibility by teaming Law with a specialising career-focused degree.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

In addition to careers available to all Law graduates, the double degree allows students to combine their Law studies
with politics or/and a language. Graduates are well placed to pursue careers in a variety of areas including politics
and government.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

In addition to those careers available to all Law graduates, this double degree program opens up many career
opportunities in business, finance and commerce, with the possibility of careers in such areas, as merchant banking,
international business and money markets

Graduate Diploma in
Legal Practice

with another degree

Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Commerce

>> Bachelor of Laws with

Bachelor of Economics

>> Bachelor of Laws with
Bachelor of Finance

>> Bachelor of Laws with

In addition to those careers available to all Law graduates, the double degree program opens up many career
opportunities in intellectual property law, patent law and technology law.

>> Bachelor of Laws

In addition to those careers available to all Law graduates, the double degree program may open up career opportunities
across national boundaries. Graduate positions are available in organisations such as the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade and the United Nations, and opportunities exist in aid and development agencies.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

This program enables students to combine their Law studies with a range of geographical and environmental studies.
Graduates are well placed to pursue careers in natural resource management, natural resource planning, catchment
management, environmental consulting, environmental management, government or corporate policy advising.

>> Bachelor of Laws combined

To be admitted as a barrister or solicitor in South Australia you need to complete both a Bachelor of Laws and a
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice. If you want a career in law and to have the option to be admitted to practise, this
option allows you to move straight in to the GDLP at the end of your Law studies, with no further applications required.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

Graduates of this double degree may find careers in the fields of public health policy, patent development and
commercial opportunities in the development of new technologies.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

Graduates of this double degree may seek opportunities locally or internationally with organisations and agencies,
such as the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the United Nations and the Red Cross.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

Graduates of this double degree may find career opportunities in fields such as intellectual property law,
patent law, business law and technology law.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

Graduates of this double degree may find work in the areas of media law, journalism and social media.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

Graduates of this double degree may find career opportunities in scientific research and intellectual property law in
addition to the other careers available to Law graduates.

>> Bachelor of Laws with

This double degree enables students to combine their Law studies with studies in social theory and social policy.
Graduates are well placed to pursue careers in a variety of areas, including social planning and government policy
making, in addition to the other careers available to Law graduates.

Bachelor of Computer
Science

with Bachelor of
Development Studies

Bachelor of Environmental
Policy and Management

with another degree and
the Graduate Diploma of
Legal Practice

Bachelor of Health Sciences

Bachelor of International
Studies

Bachelor of Mathematical
and Computer Sciences

Bachelor of Media

Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Social Sciences
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Bachelor of Laws
www.adelaide.edu.au/degree-finder
laws

Indicative study plan
Semester 1

Semester 2

Level 1

>> Foundations of Law
>> Torts Law
>> Contracts

>> Property Law
>> International Law
>> Principles of Public Law

Level 2

>> Australian Constitutional Law
>> Equity
>> Law/non-law electives

>> Administrative Law
>> Law/non-Law electives

Level 3

>> Criminal Law and Procedure
>> Law electives

>> Corporate Law
>> Law electives

>> Dispute Resolution and Ethics
>> Law electives

>> Evidence and Proof in Theory and
Practice
>> Law electives

SATAC code: 324111, 324251
Duration:
Single degree undergraduate entry:
4 years full-time (or part-time equivalent)
Single degree graduate entry:
3 years full-time (or part-time equivalent)
Double degrees: 5 years full-time
Location: North Terrace campus
2015 local cut-offs: ATAR: 95 IB: 35
2016 international cut offs: ATAR: 85 IB: 30
ATAR: IB: 85/30
Intakes: February
Prerequisites: for the Laws double degrees program,
students must fulfill any subject prerequisite requirements
for the other degree.

Level 4

Indicative study plans for the Bachelor of Laws double degrees can be found on Degree Finder.
Search Laws then select double degrees.

STAT entry: yes*
Tertiary/internal transfer: yes*
*SACE Stage 2 prerequisites or equivalents must be met

Why study the Bachelor of Laws?
The Adelaide Law School offers a Bachelor of Laws
degree (LLB) which can be completed as a single
degree or as part of a double degree program. The
compulsory requirements of the law degree ensure
a thorough grounding in common law principles
and legal methodology, while a wide choice of
elective courses range from the commercial (e.g.
Intellectual Property and Taxation Law) to liberal
and socially-oriented topics (such as Family Law
and Legal Theory). The law degree provides
graduates with a rigorous knowledge of the areas
of substantive law necessary to undertake legal
practice within a broad liberal education.

Program structure
The program consists of a number of compulsory
law courses which provide students with a sound
understanding of legal concepts, processes and
methods. In addition, students choose from a
range of elective law courses in areas of specialised
interest, including - but not limited to - such areas
as Media Law, Law of Work, Immigration and
Migration Law, Environmental Law, Human Rights
Law, Medical Law and Ethics and Family Law.
Students of the four-year undergraduate program
can include some non-law electives towards their
studies, although these are limited.
If you are a graduate, the duration of the program
is three years full-time (or equivalent), as opposed
to four years for non-graduates.

Areas of specialisation
A range of elective courses are offered each
year and students may select courses from
areas of specialisation, including Comparative
Law, Corporate/Taxation Law, Criminal Law,
Environmental Law, Family Law, Intellectual
Property, Labour and Industrial Relations Law,
Human Rights and International Law.

Potential careers
Roles for law graduates are expanding significantly.
Those who become lawyers may become involved
in court work or may choose to practise as
solicitors. Many graduates enter legal practice,
but a significant number choose to pursue careers
in industry, government, commerce, community
organisations or academic institutions. It is the
enormous range of options, and the opportunities
and influence they afford, that gives a career in law
its very distinctive appeal and makes the study
of law one of the most popular choices among
today’s students.

Professional accreditation
The Bachelor of Laws is accredited by the Legal
Practitioners’ Education and Admission Council
in South Australia, and provides the academic
foundation for admission to legal practice
throughout Australia.
To be admitted to legal practice in Australia, Law
graduates must complete further practical legal
training. Students intending to seek admission to
practise are strongly advised to seek advice from
the admitting authority in the relevant jurisdiction.
In South Australia the University of Adelaide and
the Law Society of South Australia provides
Practical Legal Training through their Graduate
Diploma in Legal Practice program. Upon
graduation from the Bachelor of Laws and
completion of the Graduate Diploma in Legal
Practice, students are eligible to be admitted to the
Supreme Court of South Australia (with a restricted
practising certificate). Once admitted, practitioners
may apply for admission in any other Australian
jurisdiction. For more information contact: Adelaide
Law School Email: lawenquiry@adelaide.edu.au
Telephone: +61 8 8313 5063

Work placement
During your study you will be provided with a
number of opportunities to undertake a placement
either through one of our Internship programs or
by undertaking Clinical Legal Education.

Laws double degrees
The Bachelor of Laws may be undertaken with
another degree. Approved double degree programs
allow students to count designated law courses
towards that degree, thereby reducing the time
taken to complete both degrees. As an example,
a Bachelor of Arts (three years) and Bachelor of Laws
(four years) may be completed in ﬁve years if studied
simultaneously. Please check Degree Finder to
ensure prerequisites are met for both degrees:
www.adelaide.edu.au/degree-ﬁnder
Graduates who complete a double degree are uniquely
placed to pursue specialist career opportunities offered
beyond the law. Students can choose from a wide
range of areas (see table above).

New for 2015 is the option for students to be
offered a guaranteed place on the Graduate
Diploma in Legal Practice on successful
completion of the Bachelor of Laws at the
University of Adelaide.This new pathway is
perfect for students who want to be able to
practise law when they graduate.

Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice
In order to be admitted as a barrister or
solicitor in Australia an element of practical
training must be undertaken in addition to a
Bachelors degree. The Graduate Diploma in
Legal Practice provides this practical legal
training for Law graduates. Once admitted
in South Australia, students can apply for
a practising certificate in other States and
Territories without seeking further admission.
The Graduate Diploma comprises a core
of compulsory courses and a small choice
of elective courses that allows students to
specialise in a particular area of practice.
Recognising the fact that students may
want to work whilst studying, the program
is specially designed to be delivered after
hours, online, and during the day.

Law
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After I completed my study at
TAFE, I was thrilled to gain a
place in the Bachelor of Arts, and
from there I combined my
studies with a Bachelor of Laws.
The move to university was
intimidating and the teaching
and learning styles were so
different. But I found many
systems of help for new (and old)
students at uni, such as the
Writing Centre, the Counselling
Service and the staff have been
so willing to offer extra help.
Overall a good experience and
transition from TAFE.
Simone Cureton
Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Arts
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Group of Eight
www.go8.edu.au
The University of Adelaide is a member of the
Group of Eight (Go8), a coalition of Australia’s
leading research intensive universities. Group
of Eight universities provide opportunities
for all students to benefit from a worldclass education, while enhancing Australia’s
wellbeing and prosperity, responding to local
and global challenges, and contributing to
the global knowledge economy through their
teaching and research activities.

Open Day

Sunday 16 August 2015
Open Day offers important information
for future students and parents, as well
as entertainment, tours and exhibitions
for the whole family. Everyone is invited
to discuss study and career options
with the University’s friendly staff and
explore the University campus.

For more information
visit the Open Day website
or call Ask Adelaide.

www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Undergraduate program index
Undergraduate degrees available at the University of Adelaide. Students with strong interests in more
than one area of study may wish to consider a double or combined degree. For a comprehensive list
of available programs, visit our degree finder at www.adelaide.edu.au/degree-finder
Architecture, Landscape Architecture and Urban Design
Bachelor of Architectural Design

Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Bachelor of Arts

Law
Bachelor of Laws
Bachelor of Laws and Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice

Law double degrees

Bachelor of Arts (Advanced)

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Development Studies

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Commerce

Bachelor of Environmental Policy and Management

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Computer Science

Bachelor of International Studies

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Development Studies

Bachelor of Languages

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Economics

Bachelor of Media

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Environmental Policy and Management

Bachelor of Social Sciences

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Finance

Diploma in Languages

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Health Sciences

Business, Economics and Innovation

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of International Studies
Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Mathematical and Computer Sciences

Bachelor of Commerce

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Media

Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting)

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Commerce (Corporate Finance)
Bachelor of Commerce (International Business)
Bachelor of Commerce (Management)
Bachelor of Commerce (Marketing)
Bachelor of Economics
Bachelor of Economics (Advanced)
Bachelor of Finance
Bachelor of Finance (International)
Bachelor of Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Dentistry and Oral Health
Bachelor of Dental Surgery
Bachelor of Oral Health

Engineering, Computer and Mathematical Sciences
Bachelor of Computer Science
Bachelor of Computer Science (Advanced)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Chemical)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Chemical and Pharmaceutical)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Civil and Architectural)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Civil and Environmental)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Civil and Structural)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Civil, Structural and Environmental)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Electrical and Electronic)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mechanical)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mechanical and Aerospace)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mechanical and Sports)

Bachelor of Laws with Bachelor of Social Sciences
Bachelor of Laws combined and Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice

Medicine
Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery

Music
Bachelor of Music

Nursing
Bachelor of Nursing

Psychology
Bachelor of Psychological Science
Honours degree of Bachelor of Psychology

Sciences
Bachelor of Agricultural Sciences
Bachelor of Applied Biology
Bachelor of Food and Nutrition Science
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science (Advanced)
Bachelor of Science (Animal Science)
Bachelor of Science (Biomedical Science)
Bachelor of Science (Biotechnology)
Bachelor of Science (Evolutionary Biology)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mechanical and Sustainable Energy)

Bachelor of Science (Laser Physics and Technology)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mechatronic)

Bachelor of Science (Marine Biology)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mining)

Bachelor of Sciences (Mineral Geoscience)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Petroleum)

Bachelor of Science (Molecular Biology)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Petroleum and Chemical)

Bachelor of Science (Molecular and Drug Design)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Petroleum, Civil and Structural)

Bachelor of Science (Nanoscience and Materials)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Petroleum and Mechanical)

Bachelor of Science (Natural Resources)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Petroleum and Mining)

Bachelor of Science (Space Science and Astrophysics)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Software)

Bachelor of Science (Veterinary Bioscience)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) – Flexible Entry

Bachelor of Viticulture and Oenology

Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences

Honours degree of Bachelor of Science in High Performance Computational Physics

Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Advanced)
Bachelor of Mathematical and Computer Sciences

Health Sciences

Teaching
Bachelor of Teaching with Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Teaching with Bachelor of Economics

Bachelor of Health Sciences

Bachelor of Teaching with Bachelor of Mathematical and Computer Sciences

Bachelor of Health Sciences (Advanced)

Bachelor of Teaching with Bachelor of Science
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How to apply
Applications to University of Adelaide
undergraduate programs are made online
via SATAC: www.satac.edu.au
The application closing date for 2016 entry
is 30 September 2015. Bachelor of Medicine
and Bachelor of Surgery, and Bachelor of
Dental Surgery applicants should refer to
the UMAT website for information on the
Undergraduate Medicine and Health Sciences
Admission Test, including application and
test dates: umat.acer.edu.au
International students should refer to:
international.adelaide.edu.au/apply

Entry pathways
There are many pathways applicants can
take to apply to the University of Adelaide,
including SACE, IB, STAT, TAFE, preparatory
programs, foundation study and more. To find
out more about the available pathways, visit
www.adelaide.edu.au/study and select
‘Entry Pathways’ from the menu.

Fees and costs
In 2015, student contributions for
Commonwealth supported students studying an
equivalent full-time study load were as follows.
Band 1: humanities, behavioural sciences,
social studies, foreign languages, visual
and performing arts, education, nursing,
$6,152
clinical psychology.
Band 2: computing, built environment, allied health,
other health, engineering, surveying, agriculture,
science,mathematics, statistics.
$8,768
Band 3: law, dentistry, medicine, veterinary
science, accounting, administration,
economics, commerce.
$10,226
These annual fees are indicative only as actual
charges are determined at the course level based
on the area of study. Fees may increase in 2016.

HECS Higher Education Loan
This program, known as HECS-HELP
assists eligible students to pay their student
contribution. Further information is available at:
www.studyassist.gov.au

Scholarships
The University of Adelaide has a range of
scholarships available to students from a
variety of backgrounds and academic levels.
Comprehensive information about scholarships,
and how to apply, can be obtained by
contacting us (refer below for details) or
visiting the scholarships website:
www.adelaide.edu.au/scholarships

Student Services and Amenities Fee
Students are charged an annual Student Services
and Amenities Fee (SSAF) to assist with the
funding of student services and amenities at
the University. In 2015, the SSAF amount for
full-time students was $281, and for part-time
students it was $210. Eligible students may
defer this fee to an SA-HELP loan. For further
information about the SSAF and SA-HELP visit
www.adelaide.edu.au/student/finance
and select ‘Other Fees and Charges’.

Additional costs
Students may be required to pay for specialist
equipment, reading materials, etc. Students are
advised not to purchase any equipment until they
receive their faculty/school handbook, available
during orientation. For more information on
other program-related fees and charges, visit
www.adelaide.edu.au/student/finance,
and select ‘Other Fees and Charges’.

Bonus points
For 2016 entry, SATAC will centrally administer a
new South Australian Universities Bonus Scheme.
The two new schemes are the SA Universities
Equity Scheme and the SA Language, Literacy
and Mathematics Bonus Scheme. For more
details, please visit www.adelaide.edu.au
and search ‘bonus points’.

Program intake
Many undergraduate programs will allow
students to begin study in February or July.
Please refer to individual programs on Degree
Finder (www.adelaide.edu.au/degree-finder)
to check whether midyear entry is available.
Where Degree Finder states ‘subject to
availability’ applicants should contact Ask
Adelaide (refer below for details) to check
whether midyear entry is available.

Who to contact
with any questions
Ask Adelaide’s friendly and skilled staff can
address all program enquiries over the phone
or online. If they do not have the answer
enquirers will be referred to faculty/school/
discipline staff for expert advice.

Deferring your studies
Most undergraduate programs can be deferred
for up to two years. Please refer to specific
programs for exceptions. Music programs may
not be deferred.

English language
requirements for
international students
All international students undertaking an Australian
year 12 program are required to achieve a Pass
grade or above in one of the approved English as
a Second Language or English language subjects.
If an applicant attempts, but does not pass, the
English language subject then alternative options,
such as an acceptable English language
proficiency test result, may be arranged. Details
of recognised subjects and recognised tests
and requirements are available by visiting
international.adelaide.edu.au/apply, selecting
‘Admissions Information’ from the menu, then
‘English Language Requirements’. Successful
completion of the International Baccalaureate
(IB) diploma meets the English language
requirements of the University of Adelaide.

Permanent residency
International students who have studied an
Australian year 12 program or the IB and expect
to be granted Australian permanent residency
before the commencement of their university
study must contact the International Office.
To contact the International Office for more
information, visit international.adelaide.edu.au,
select ‘About Us’ from the menu, then
‘International Office’ and ‘Enquire Now’.

Accommodation
The University understands that finding the right
accommodation is important to successful study.
For accommodation options and costs please
visit: www.adelaide.edu.au/accommodation
DISCLAIMER: The information in this publication is current as at the date
of printing and is subject to change. Updated information can be found
on the University website: www.adelaide.edu.au With the aim of continual
improvement the University of Adelaide is committed to regular reviews
of the degrees, diplomas, certificates and courses on offer. As a result the
specific programs and courses available will change from time to time.
Please refer to www.adelaide.edu.au for the most up-to-date information
or contact the University on (08) 8313 7335 (or free-call 1800 061 459).
The University of Adelaide assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of
information provided by third parties.
CRICOS 00123M © The University of Adelaide published 2015

Ask Adelaide
Phone: (08) 8313 5208
Free-call (outer Adelaide, SA and interstate only): 1800 061 459
Enquire online: www.adelaide.edu.au/student/enquiries
www.adelaide.edu.au
www.facebook.com/uniofadelaide
@uniofadelaide
www.youtube.com/universityofadelaide
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START AT THE TOP.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S LEADING UNIVERSITY.
The University of Adelaide is consistently ranked in the top 1% worldwide. With a
growing range of entry pathways, scholarships and support for students, our aim is
to ensure the leaders of tomorrow have the opportunity to excel. Wherever you come
from, there’s always a place here. To find out more, visit adelaide.edu.au/study
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